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It has been recently shown that screening, due to free charges, strongly diversifies the patterns that grow in electrostatic fields [1, 2] , (see also [3] ). By solving the Poisson equation, it has been found a transition from dense to multibranched growth which depends on the potentials φ o and φ i at two boundaries, the distance between them, L − ℓ, and an inverse screening length λ. In this note we illustrate an extention of this problem based on the biharmonic (BH) equation ∇ 4 u = 0 in 2D isotropic defectfree media. We prove here that the transition from dense to multibranched growth is equal to zero and the growth probability P proportional to ∇ 2 u, (corresponding to the potential in [1] ). Above r ℓ this figure is a demostration that long-range coupling is the most relevant aspect for this phenomenon rather than screening as suggested by Louis et al.
For planar growth we use periodic boundary conditions in the x-direction and estimate the DBC along the y-direction from the analytical solution 3u o /L, by fixing u i = 0
In Fig.2 we plot results for the grow velocity v along the y-direction, which we relate to the averaged value of P , e.g., equal to ∇ 2 u (curve A), to include nn sites, or to the displacement u (curve B). In curve C v is set proportional to the field | φ i,j −φ i | following [1] . In this geometry we find that the transition appears when v on the growing surfaces present a minimum as also occurs in Poisson growth (PG: curve C). However, the BH patterns in the dense region (not shown) are not that denser as in Refs. [1, 2] . The reason for this is that for PG the transition occurs at much smaller v than for BH growth, hence, a Eden-like pattern can be generated. Above this transition multibranched fractals appear in both models, but for BH growth the transition line depends on the system size. It is remarkable that the three curves in Fig.2 with negative viscosity which may be somehow related to the recent analysis in Ref. [7] concerning electrochemical deposition.
Figure captions
• Fig.1 : Biharmonic pattern diplaying the transition.
• Fig.2 : Growth velocity v along the y-direction proportional to | ∇ 2 u | (A) or displacement | u | (B). (C) is for Poisson growth [1] .
